J-Series Carton Clamps / White Goods Clamps

Not all clamps are created equal.

多种对应型号满足多种工况需求。
Designed for the white goods, warehousing, beverage, appliance and electronics industries, the WG Model clamps allow palletless handling, which improves precise handling, enhanced productivity and less product damage.

Cascade clamps offer a solution. They're durable enough for the toughest conditions, versatile and easy to service. Carton Clamp models include the precise handling, enhanced productivity and less product damage.

Adjusta-Block has six adjustment points that easily facilitate moving the position of the pad relative to the stabilizer. (WG models only)

The WG Models distribute clamp force more evenly along the pad surface, reducing damage.

Common Clamp Features & Benefits:

- Secure handling of loads
- Common benefits for both Carton Clamps and WGF Models
- Durable Seals
- True Centering Key
- Reversible Rubber Faced Aluminum Contact Pad
- Single, full depth or tip handling
- Left single articulating arm/Right single articulating arm with Flippad Adjusta-Block RH & LH.
- High strength stainless steel frame for optimal reliability
- 3-Finger Arm designed to spread the clamp force upward for optimal distribution when handling taller loads, preventing damage. (WG models only)

Common Clamps for both Carton and WGF models
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- Adjustable pad horizon and vertical travel
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